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DETAILS
,

1.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

A special, announced team inspection was conducted of the Beaver Valley- .;
Unit 2 emergency procedures. The. purpose of the inspection 1was to ;
determine if the emergency.. procedures used at Beaver Valley Unit 2 were j
technically correct;;1f their:specified actions could be physically
accomplished using the existir.g equipment, controis and-instrumentation;
and if the available procedures had_ the usability necessary to provideT

,

the operators with|an effective operating tool. For this inspection,'the
term emergency procedures' included'the E0Ps, A0Ps,'and all procedures
referenced directly within the E0Ps and-the A0Ps specified above. The
inspection consisted'of reviewing facility documents and procedures,
performing procedure walkdowns both ~in the control room andJin' the plant
and interviewing ~ facility personnel.

The overall assessment of-the Beaver Valley Unit 2' emergency procedures
in place at the time of the-inspection 1s that the program for-generation- |

and maintenance of the procedures-was very good. The procedures were~
well' written and the operators were ~able to-use them during-both the
plant walkdowns and during the simulator exercises. The A0Ps were
identified by the inspection team as being in a somewhat less' acceptable !

condition.than the E0Ps. The E0P attachments were also noted to_ lack
. detail for in plant operations. -The principle problem was'the lack of
in plant Verif.1 cation and Validation 'walkdowns of the A0Ps and E0P
attachments which resulted in numerous procedure versus component 4
labeling discrepancies and minimal guidance concerning the desired

~

'

operation, e.g., secure unnecessary loads, but no specific listing of.
loads was provided.

The inspection team also reviewed the Beaver Valley Unit'l corrective
actions relative to Deviation-334/88-02-01. The licensee's actions were
acceptable and the deviation was closed.

2.0 BASIC COMPARISON OF OWNERS GROUP ERGS WITH FACILITY E0Ps

2.1 PURPOSE: '

|-

To ensure that the licensee had-developed sufficient. 'l
procedures in the appropriate areas to ccver the broad r

~

spectrum of accidents and equipment failures.

2.2 SCOPE:

The inspector compared the Issue 1A Revision 0 list of Beaver
Valley Power Station Unit ~2 (BVPS) E0Ps to the Westinghouse '

',

Owners' Group (WOG) list of Emergency Response Guidelines j

(ERGS), Revision 1A of the High Pressure Version, to ensure

].
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the licensee had developed procedures in accordance with WOG
recommendations. -The inspector' reviewed differences to assess
the adequacy of the-documentation of safety significant~
deviations. ,

-!

2.3 FINDINGS:

All appropriate ERGS were included in the BVPS E0Ps. BVPS
developed one E0P.not included in' ERG guidance, specifically:

ES-1.5 " Transfer From Hot' Leg to Cold Leg Recirculation"

The need for this procedure is adequately justified in the. i
plant-specific background . documents.

'2.4 CONCLUSION:
i

The team determined that appropriate procedures addressing the broad )
spectrum of accidents and equipment failures had been developed and- j:

implemented by the licensee.
1

!
1

3.0 INDEPENDENT TECHNICAL-ADEQUACY REVIEW O L THE EMERGENCY PROCEDURES j
3.1 PURPOSE:

Review the emergency procedu'res to assure that procedures'.re- l
technically adequate and-accurately incorporate.the guidelines of i
the ERGS. a

]
'

3.2 SCOPE: '

The E0Ps listed in Attachment I were -reviewed to' verify that !
the appropriate prioritization of' accident mitigation strategies

;were incorporated into the E0Ps.as directed by the ERGS. The E0Ps ~

follow the recommended vendor step sequence except:where site
specific design dictates otherwise such as when the ERGS' address
electrical distribution or cold leg recirculation. Entry, exit, and
procedural transition points were correct and could be followed.

3.3 FINDINGS: -

!
a. DEVIATIONS BETWEEN E0Ps and ERGS i

These deviations, warranted by the plant specific design, were !. incorporated into the E0Ps. Deviations between the plant
specific E0Ps and the ERGS in most instances had adequate !

,

technical justification. However~ a few ERG provisions were,

not incorporated into the E0Ps and justification did not
include enough detail, was not completely developed or there|
was no justification. For example, E-0, Step 16, was

,

!

!

1

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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downgraded from an ERG immediate action step with no-
~

justification provided. The licensee' agreed to more fully
detail the-justifications in the'dev1ation: documents'during|the

.

next E0P' revision. '

,

.b. SETPOINT DOCUMENTATION

Several plant specif.ic setpoints'were selected fr'om the'EOPs1
and compared to.the setpoint-documentation. All-of:the- ;
setpoints selected from-the E0Ps matched the setpoint

.

_.;
documentation, and the documentation was well organized. 1

'

c, NOTES and CAVTIONS
- :

'
A'few of-the notes and cautions were not positioned immedia'tely
proceeding'the step to which they. app 1_ied. |0ne example is the <

caution.for. Step 14?in E-0'that does not apply until 10.5 i

minutes 1nto the event, The' licensee agreed to correct'these J!

1 deficiencies in-the next revision to-the E0Ps.
'

d. COMPLIANCE WITH WRITER'S GUIDE

1. Several of the cautions,in the E0Ps-contain action steps,-
~

.whichtis not -in accordance with the Writer's Guide. One,

example 'in E-1, Step 8, the Caution tells the operator'to
repeat'certain procedure steps. The licensee agreed torcorrect '

,

'

these deficiencies in the next revision to the E0PS. h

L 2. The Writer's Guide does not provide-guidance on the . level of -
~

'~ detail to address local-operations contained in the E0Ps. Thet >

E0Ps do not contain the location,:special' equipment required,
4

and directions necessary for an unlicensed plant. operator to l

efficiently perform local operations. _The licensee' agreed to- ,

revise the Writer's Guide by June 1990, andiinclude this
aspect of the Writer's Guide'in the ~Walkdown program,-that'
will start in September 1990'.

L 3. The operators have no way to keep track of the Continuous +

; Action Steps (CAS) that become effective as they proceed.
through the E0Ps durir.g. a casualty. _ One example, ECA-2.1 had
eight CAS within the procedure. 'The licensee agreed to develop

" a means of tracking CASs and include it in the next revision to
the E0Ps.

4. The EOPs were inconsistent in. following _the Writer's Guide |direction [ Paragraph VI.B.I.f.8)] that action verbs 'should not
be capitalized. The licensee agreed to correct this
inconsistency in the next revision to the E0Ps.

i

'

!
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3.4 ~ CONCLUSIONS: '

'

TheteamreviewoftheEOPsdidnotidentifyanysignificantdeviations.from the guidance provided by the Writer s Guide. The'
team determined that the.E0Ps were technically adequate and_ fully
incorporated the guidance and intent of the Westinghouse Emergency 1 .|
Respon'se Guidelines. The. team determined that the Writer's Guide fj
was comprehensive and,provided appropriate guidance, with_the -j

texception of the deficiencies:noted above.' The weaknesses- 1

-identified-in Paragraph 3.3'.a. above--will,be' tracked.under Item No.
-412/90-80-01.' Those identified in Paragraph 3.3.c. Land 3.3.d. will-
be tracked as Item No. 412/90-80-02.' ,

4.0 REVIEW 0F THE EMERGENCY PROCEDURES BY CONTROL ROOM' AND PLANT WALKDOWN

4.1 PURPOSE: 1
1

To assure that the emergency operating procedures (E0Ps) and !
abnormal = operating procedures ~(AOPs) can be successfully 4!
accomplished using the installed e.1uipment,- instrumentation and' |

H controls, i
!

4.2 SCOPE: 1
. .

.- 1
Inspection team members were accompanied by Licensed'and

. . ;

non-licensed operators during the walkdown of the procedures listed '

in Attachment 1. The:walkdowns were conducted in the- control room
sand in the plant to ensure that: .(1) actions required by the !

procedure could be accomplished using the installed equipment,: '!
| instrumentation and controls; and-(2) procedural guidance was clear,
| and detailed enough such that operator confusion and error would be'

:
minimized, d

,

Except as detailed in 4.3 below, the procedures inspected were
generally clear and provided sufficient detail for the operator to j
complete the required actions.

3
i 4.3 FINDINGS:

s

During the procedure reviews and walkdowns, deficiencies were 4

identified and subsequently discussed with the licensee prior to the
exit meeting. The-licensee acknowledged the inspectors' comments
and. committed to correction-of the identified deficiencies. In some '

cases, the licensee had already identified the deficiency and
corrective actions had been planned or were in process.

,

Deficiencies considered to be generic weaknesses identified during "

the procedure walkdowns are listed below:

;

I
i
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a.: Level of. detail in E0P-attachments, Abnormal Operatingz+ Procedures (A0Ps) and Operating Manual (0M) procedures was not'
adequate concerning local manual operations in the following-
general areas:

1) ,The. location of components and equipment that required
local . manual operation was not usually specified. In
addition steps requiring local vice control room actions
'was often not specified. One example |in Attachment-A-l'.5,
Step'3.a,-the-operator had to-call the control room to.
locate the diesel generator-airi supply solenoid. ,

2) Special' keys' required for equipment. operation are not-

always=identif.ied. . Examples include-Attachment A-1.5,
Initial' Conditions; Attachment.A-1.8, Step 5;:and ECA-0.0,
Step 18.b.4.-

3) .'Special communications requirements were not specified. 1
'One' example in'0M 2.21.4 section J.1.b has the operator.
hand operateithe atmospheric-steam dump.or the residual
heat ' release valve, but does not indicate that there.is no-
. installed communications capabi.11ty from thattlocation.

Ib. Referenced. procedures have not always been adequately reviewed,-
.

verified and validated for accuracy,: technical applicability to--

the E0P' situation, and ease of use. The BVPS E0Ps contain a
,

substantial number of references.to procedures:outside..the'EOP !

set. Problems related to these references included the- t
~

'

following:

1) The relevant step or section-of the referenced procedure
is not identified. Almost all references to 0Ms are.
simply to section 4 of the specific-0M which contains '

several sections to ' address-various system operations.
Specific points of entry are given only for references and
transitions to another E0P.

2) Sometimes the referenced procedure contains steps and
information not applicable'to:the E0P _ situation and would-
be difficult to apply. Examples of'this are found'in *

ECA-0.0, the references to 0M-2,37.4A (in Step 29.b RNO)
and to Table 39-4 of OM-2.39.5-(in Step 21.a). Table 39-4-

. is a listing of every DC load and does not provide any--

direction concerning which loads should be secured,

c. In plant labelling of valves had been performed using-stainless I
steel strips with embossed letters and numbers. This method of.
labeling provided no contrast between the valve identification -
letters and numbers and the label background making it nearly
1mpossible to readily identify the valve from a distance of 6

,

:
9 i
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feet or greater. During the walkdowns the operators did
'

experience difficulty locating._several valves, especially those-
i

located;in hard to see or reach locations., They also commented '

that they would like to have the fail . position of-the air
,

operated valves identified on'the valves so .that fail position -
,

could be easily ~ determined. ' Control room and in plant ~ labeling
of components other.than valves,was' excellent with only minor
discrepancies noted.

_

The licensee agreed to develop a schedule:for completion'of_ the
above' items :(4,3 a,', b. , .and c'. ) by mid June '1990,D and to begin -
' corrective action in September 1990. The licensee noted;that'

.

. action would begin sooner if; current: efforts to' revise the. unit.
'
;

1.EOPs were completed'early. Thetteam agreed with the proposed
caction based.on-the~ safety significance'of the identified-
problems and'the licensee's limited staff.

d, E0Ps do not have sufficientiattachments' to address lengthy
'

- series of local actions such as steps :18.c, '19.c, and~ 20.b, of
ECA-0,0. An. attachment would allow the in plant operator to
take a copy into the field and complete,the ordered actions
without involving the control- room operator in each local
action.

One' instance was identified during the procedure wal'kdowns-e.
where ECA-2.1, step 8;g, required operators to manually
throttle service water flow through the containment-
recirculation = spray heat exchangers. Throttling-flow would

; expose the operators to high.xlevels of radiation during certain
| events, such as a LOCA with fuel damage, due to the close
|= proximity of recirculation piping.

The licensee agreed to immediately issue an OM Change Notice to
change the method cf controlling the service' water flow to the

| heat exchanger that will not involve exposure hazards to
| personnel. The E0P. revision was subsequently verified as being
| issued during a telephone conversation'with the licensee.

4.4 CONCLUSION: j

The team determined that the E0Ps-could be successfully accomplished
|= using the installed equipment, instrumentation and controls, with

the one exception. identified in Paragraph 4.3.e, above. The team-;

i also determined that successful performance of local manual
operations using the A0Ps and-the E0P Tables in many instances
required reliance on operator knowledge to locate valves / components

|-
~

and perform the correct actions, since only limited location or *

procedural direction was provided. The walkdown activities of the
!
,

t
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| BVPS E0P program have not_ completely and systematically addressed
~

L ithese' items. The inspection-team concluded that had appropriate.
1 in plant walkdowns been performed, many of. the problems -identified
' .would have been found and corrected previously; .The weaknesses:

-discussed in' Paragraph 4.3 (Para._a. through d.)'above.willsbe
j

tracked:as Item No. 412/90-80-03. 4
!

5.0 SIMULATOR OBSERVATION:(TASKL4)

5.1: PURPOSE: _j
1

To ensure that emergency operating procedure (EOP) training provides
~

- the ~ operators with the necessary background'information needed t'o: a
correctly, implement the E0Ps and to assess the' usability of the E0Ps >j-

during' simulated accident ~ conditions.
1
1

5.2/ SCOPE:
1

. \
By observing:the actions'of two crews of licensed operat' ors'during i

unrehearsed scenarios, the team was'able:to assess the'erews
familiarity with and their ability to> utilize the EOPs. Although

: Beaver Valley Unit 2 does not have a-site specific simulator,:the
team was able to. effectively. assess the_ usage of the E0PS utilizing j
the~ Beaver Valley-Unit 1 simulator,

j' s
'The scenarios were developed with the intent of pro'viding the team >
with an opportunity _to:

1

- Determine if the procedures provided.the operators.with'
sufficient guidance to. perform their required actions,

j%
- Assess the licensee's operating philosophy.'with respect to the'

emergency operating procedures, especially where initia1 reviews
had identified differences from the Westinghouse:0wners Group aEmergency Response Guidelines. J

- Observe the crews ability to perform the emergency procedures with j
the minimum crew tranning allowed by technical specifications and |administrative procedures, j

- Assess the human factors element associated with the performance
of any particular procedure in a "real time" situation. '..

)

- Assess the crews ability to use the E0Ps and transition to another !
E0P or other procedure, as required.

;

The scenario sets consisted of the following: |
(expected procedure usage is listed in parenthesis)-

-i

.

1

i
4
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First' Crew j

Scenario.1:- -Accumulator Leak, Governor Valve Failure, Stuck Rod,. ' j
Turbine Generator Bearing-Vibration, Reactor Trip,- '

S/G.Steamline Break _Inside Containment,'S/G Tube : ;
Rupture

.
..

-

'

(AOP 2.11.40,_2.1.6, 2.35.2,-2.26.4', E-0, E-2, E-3,
ECA-2.1~,ECA-3.1,-FR-P.1) !

o -

-

Scenario.2: RCP Vibration, Fire in D/G Room, Loss of Offsite-
Power, Reactor. Trip, Loss-of-All AC, RCP Seal:FailureL '

(A0P 2.6.4,-E-0, ES-0.1', ECA-0.0, ECA-0 2, FR-C.2)
.

Second Crew

Scenario:1: FF/SF Deviation, Dropped Rod, RCP Vib' ration, RCP
'

Locked: Rotor, Reactor Trip, ATWS, LOCA - -

-(A0P 2.1'.5,-2.5.4,-E-0, FR-S.1, E-1)_

Scenario 2f RCP Vibration, Fire in D/G Room, Loss of Offsite *

,

Power, Reactor Trip, Loss of All AC,L RCP Seal Failure-
(A0P 2.6.4, E-0, ES-0.1,4ECA-0.0, ECA-0 2,:FR-C.2)

. Scenario 3: :NI Failure, Condensate Pump Trip, Loss of
.

Main Feedwater,1 Reactor Trip,' Loss ofi All Feedwater
(A0P 2.2.1, E-0,~ ES-0.1, FR-H.1)

'

5.3 FINDINGS:

Both crews were able to use the emergency procedures as required.
,

There was no hesitancy-to enter the-functional recovery procedures ,|'
when required.

Both crews were subject'to simulated plant conditions.under which'
they were required to perform with the minimum personnel allowed by
Technical Specifications. Under these minimum manning. conditions,
each crew was subject to a fire in one of the diesel generator
buildings. During a fire, plant administrative procedures direct
the Shif t Foreman (SRO) and the Plant Operator (RO) to man. the fire
brigade, which leaves the control room of the affected unit with
only the Nuclear Shift Supervisor'(RSS), .the Reactor Operator (RO),
and _ the Shift Technical Advisor (STA). Although both crews were,
able to adequately perform the required E0P actions, they-
accomplished them in distinctly different approaches. With the Shift :
Foreman and the Plant Operator fighting the fire, the NSS~ of the '

first crew, elected to read the E0Ps and subsequent 1y' classify the
event, including making necessary notif.ications. No attempts were
made to utilize personnel from Unit 1. The NSS of the second crew,

~

i

howe'ver directed the Shift Foreman to return directly to the control
room should he hear over the plant PA-system an announcement of any

i

'

>

t
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other plant emergency. Following the Reactor trip, and the;
subsequent loss'of all AC, the NSS assigned the STA (a non licensed
individual) as the reader of the kOPs, while he (the NSS) classified-

-the event. Again,.no attempt was made to utilize personnel.from Unit-
-1. The NRC questioned the appropriateness of assigning'the_STA to-
the position of directing the activities of the Reactor.0perator.
Licensee management and training representatives _ present . stated that
personnel are not. trained'to place /put STAS into the position of an -i

E0P reader, nor.were there any directives or administrative
procedures in.effectLdirecting one to do so. The NSS for.the
scenario in question stated that he felt that it was-more-important
to classify the event correctly and subsequently make the necessary
notifications, considering:the-manning limitations placed upon him.
The NSS, stated that the STA was utilized only as.a: reader of the '

- EOPs and. that- he was directed- not to make any' EOP interpretations _or..
,

transitions without first conferring with him (the'NSS).
.

Two other' concerns, noted.during the conduct of the'D/G building--
fire, included the following:

a. Little attention was directed to the only remaining D/G. As
.much as six' minutes expired from the timeia' loss of all- AC
(trip of'the'second D/G) occurred until it.was.n'oticed by i
either-the NSS or-the R0. '

~

,

b. During the time 4 period in which the crew had:not detected the
complete loss of all AC, the NSS elected to transfer to- ECA-0.0 -
for guidance. Although.this was the. correct procedure =
transition for~ the plant _ conditions-(Loss of All AC), it was an
inappropriate action,_ since he had not'been directed to do so

_

by procedure and he was not cognizant'of:the complete loss of
AC.

'

The licensee, during the most recent revision-of-their;EOPs elected
to change many of the E0P Continuous Caution Statements into
Continuous Action Steps. :The NRC team noted that this was an~

effective method of removing action' statements from cautions. ;
However, within some E0Ps, this maycresult in the NSS having to

~

remember several Continuous Action Steps (CAS)'at th'e same time.
This responsibility could possibly interfere with the accurate'- *

implementation of the E0P procedures. Both the NRC and the licensee-
agreed that a mechanism or change of responsibility was needed to
relieve the NSS of having to remember all CAS. CAS tracking is also '

discussed in Paragraph 3.3.d. of this report'.

5.4 CONCLUSIONS:

The team determined that appropriate licensed operator E0P training
had been given based upon the actions and subsequent discussions
with the two crews observed. Both crews were'found to be capable of ,?

[
'

.
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L following and transitioning between E0Ps as the scenarios presented-
dictated. As noted~above, however,~ plant administrative documents _do
not address the additional responsibilities for individuals
remaining in the control room during the' manning of the fire
brigade, especially considering. minimum Technical-Specification crew
complement conditions. Also, the-use of the unaffected unit
personnel during'certain-emergencies conditions, i.e., fire was_not
procedurally addressed.

The licensee stated that OM-1/2.48.1A will be revised to clearly-
delineate personne1Lresponsibilities during emergency conditions and
will be tracked as Item.No. 412/90-80-04. The development of a -
method to keep' track of Continuous Action Steps will be tracked as

~

Item Nc.-. 412/90-80-03 (Paragraph 3.3.d and 3.4).
1

to correctly follow and implement, with-minor exceptions, the
_

j{
Overall, both crews performed satisfactorily in-that they were able

correct E0Ps that were appropriate for.'the given accident. situation. !

6.0 ONGOING EVALUATION OF THE EMERGENCY PROCEDURES (TASK 5)
1

6.1 PURPOSE:
~

.
- 'i

Determine if the l'icensee has established a long^ term !

evaluation program for the emergency procedures as' recommended in- i

Section 6.2.3 of NUREG-0899.

6.2 SCOPE:
,

A review of the Beaver Valley Power. Station Unit 2 system of ongoing .-;.

evaluation and revision of E0Ps was conducted.to assess whether the -i

licensee's current system could ensure high quality E0Ps'over time.
The system was evaluated on the basis of a number of elements,
including:

i

a. tne completeness of a method for ensuring that changes in plant '
,

l design, technical specifications, technical guidelines, the !
L writer's guide, referenced plant procedures, and the control |room are promptly reflected in the E0Ps;

1
'

b. the completeness of a method for revising the E0Ps to reflect ||
the findings from operational ^ experience and use, training j
experience, simulator exercises, and control room and plant '

walkdowns;
e

a

c. the timeliness of revisions to the E0Ps when incorrect or i

incomplete information -is identified; )

:
)

i
I
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{

d. the adequacy of the system for determining necessary training,
validation, and verification- when procedures are _ changed or f
revised; '

e. the adequacy of basis documents, including technical guidelines ;

and writer's guide; *

f. the adequacy of verif.ication and validation;
,

't
9 the effectiveness.of a system of soliciting and utilizing ,

feedback-from procedure users _and other cognizant personnel. '

6.3 FINDINGS:

BVPS has: established a program for ongoing evaluation and revision
of the emergency procedure set. The program encompasses _all of the +

elements-listed;above, with guidance for implementation of program
elements provided in controlled documents. Specific findings' ' 4
concerning the adequacy of'the' existing program elements are stated-

_

' in the following subsections. -

a. Completeness-of the method for ensuring that changes which-
,

ef fect emergency procedures are1promptly;. reflected in, the ' '

procedures. t

The guidance applicable to_this arealis provided in a set'of
Procedures Section Proc,edures (PSPs). PSP ~1.4-addresses
changes arising from-reported discrepancies between as-built
design and site documents, as identified:in Technical-

_

Evaluation Reports. PSP 2.5 addresses ch nges to reflect- |

Technical Specification-amendments. | PSP i.6 addresses changes !

required as a result of design. modifications. PSP;2.11 !

addresses' evaluation of deviations'from'the Westinghouse
Emergency Response Guidelines'and associated procedure changes ~

'

or deviation justification documentation.-.,Use of the current
revision of the BVPS Writer's. Guide for preparation of E0P '

revisions or any new E0Ps is required by' Operating Manual
Chapter 53.B.1.

.

_

There is _ one important aspect of-the program .that is not i
covered adequately by the existing methods. There is no method- ifor systematically' identifying all procedures that reference a '

procedure that is being changed, revised, or deleted. E0P s .. :
contain many references, not only to other E0Ps but to other *

-types of procedures as well (e.g., oms). When a referenced C
procedure is altered, there is no means to ensure that
applicability and correctness of the references to it will be [;

checked. The licensee agreed to establish a method for i
procedure change cross checking. 1

.

4

1

I
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b. Completeness of method for revising E0Ps to reflect findings
from operational and training experience, simulator exercites,
etc. j

The Operating Manual Deviation. Request (OMDR) process is the
method for input on needs for procedure revision from the '

procedure users, other cognizant personnel, training
activities etc. This process was found to be adequate in
general. Delays have been experienced in feedback on the -3

resolution of OMDRs to the individuals who submitted them. |
This can discourage personnel from identifying-problems and
making recommendations for improvements. The licensee stated
that response to OMDRs would be reviewed and tightened up to
provide more timely feedback.

c. Timeliness of revisions when incorrect or incomplete
information is identified

BVPS requires that most changes be made as part of a revision
of an entire, individual procedure. This practice prevents E0P
clarity and ease of use from being degraded by numerous
individual change pages. There is a temporary change process
that allows a technically significant change to be made '

promptly, outside of a full-scale revision. Use of the
temporary change process has been narrowly limited by
management, but it is available and has been used. The
inspection team noted that the Procedures Generation Package
does not reflect the existing policy. The PGP specifically '

,

prohibits any temporary change (OM 1/2.538.1, Section V.E.1,
page13).

d. Adequacy of system for determining training, validation, and ;
verification requirements. '

PGP Appendices C through G address E0P validation,
verification, and operator training requirements. Weakness
were identified in the existing system and guidance as follows. '

1) Walkdown requirements. '

The PGP does not adequately define requirements for
walkdowns of new procedures and revisions, including
walkdowns of step actions and attachments performed

.

outside the control room and walkdowns of referenced '

procedures. The PGP does not provide objective criteria
for determining when a walkdown is required. It does not
state that the walkdown applies to all elements of an E0P
including local actions, attachments, and referenced

,

procedures. The PGP also does not provide complete and
specific enough guidance on what factors are to be
examined when conducting a walkdown.

|
|

|

.
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The walkdowns conducted by the inspection team identified
numerous deficiencies in the instructions cencerning local
actions and in the accuracy and applicability of
attachments and referenced procedures that should have
been identified and corrected through V&V walkdowns. The
licensee stated that walkdowns of E0P local actions,
attachments, and referenced procedures have not been
systematically performed. The licensee agreed to
incorporate a thorough walkdown program and have improved
procedural guidance for that program in place by Septr.mber
1, 1990.

2) Tabletop and simulator validation requirements.
The guidance for these other methods of validation
discussed in the PGP also was determined to be weak. No-
objective criteria are.provided for determining when
tabletop or simulator validation is required. Table 53B.1
contains a global set of potential validation criteria,
coded according to their applicability to different--
methods of validation; however, there was no explicit set
of criteria for use when performing a particular type of
validation. The licensee stated that the guidance
concerning these methods of validation would be reviewed
and strengthened in conjunction with development of the
walkdown program.

3) Training requirements.
The guidance for determining training requirements (PGP
Appendix G) was adequate with one exception'. Appendix G
does not address training requirements.for non-licensed
operators. It was determined that there is'a program for
E0P-related training for non-licensed operators. However,
the requirements and guidelines are not formalized in the
PGP. Also, during interviews and walkthroughs' the
nonlicensed operators stated that they felt that the
present scope, form, and amount of E0P training received
by them was insufficient. This is discussed further in
Section 7.3.

e. Adequacy of verification and validation

The inspection indicated that verification and validation of
the main body of the E0Ps was performed adequately. As
previously discussed, there were deficiencies in verification
and validation of attachments and referenced procedures, and
the licensee has committed to correct this problem.

f. System of soliciting and utilizing feedback from procedure '

users and other cognizant personnel

This was addressed in relation to item b.
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6.4 CONCLUSIONS:

The team determined that the licensee has an adequate on going E0P .

maintenance program, with the exception of the program weaknesses
discussed in Paragraph 6.3.a. through c. above will be tracked as i

Item No. 412/90-80-05 - Weaknesses identified in Paragraph 6.3.d.- ;

and e. will be tracked as Item No. 421/90-80-06.

7.0 E0P USER INTERVIEWS (TASK 6) i

L 7.1 PURPOSE: |

To augment and clarify findings from other inspection tasks through
interviews with procedure users, developers, trainers, and other

,

appropriate plant staff.

7.2 SCOPE: !

l

! Interviews were conducted with 13 BVPS personnel including reactor
operators, senior reactor operators, startup operators, training .

instructors, and the E0P coordinator.
F

7.3 CONCLUSIONS:
1 -

| The interviews were used both to corroborate and to augment
inspection findings. One ar,ea of concern was identified through
interview comments in conjunction with walkdown findings. Thi s

,

-

concern has to do with the training of nonlicensed operators on E0P
tasks. They expressed the need for more training on their
E0P-related tasks, especially training in the plant. Also mentioned .

was an interest in the opportunity to be in the simulator during E0P
training for licensed personnel, to gain better understanding of the
context of their E0P tasks. It was suggested that when a local
action is required during a scenario, the nonlicensed operators
could go over those requirements in " table-top" mode with an
instructor. The team observed some performance deficiencies during
walkdowns in that personnel had difficulty locating some plant
equipment and also appeared to be unfamiliar with some of the task
requirements of local steps and locally performe,d attachments.
These difficulties are at least partly due to inadequacies in the
instructions and attachments for local actions; however, training
needs were also indicated. The licensee committed to review the E0P
training for nonlicensed personnel. The tracking of nonlicensed
personnel E0P training is addressed in Paragraph 6.4 above.

Other interview findings are. reflected as applicable in other
sections of the inspection report.

;

>
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i 8.0 LICENSEE ACTION IN RESPONSE TO UNIT 1 INSPECTION REPORT NO. 50-334/88-02

(Closed) Deviation (334/88-02-01): Licensee's Emergency Operating
Procedures (EOP) and Background Information did not adhere to the
guidelines specified in the NRC approved Procedures Generation Package
(PGP).

Following a review of several selected areas that had been identified as
deviating from the Unit 1 PGP, it was determined that the licensee had
adequately resolved those areas of concern. Areas ~ selected for raview,
including corrective action (s) taken were as follows:-i

! Dissimilar benchboard nomenclature from the E0Ps. The respective
E0Ps were revised to include new benchboard nomenclature. E0P valve
checklist attachments for SI, CIA, CIB were verified against the
control room benchboard nomenclature.

Engineering analysis not referenced in all cases for plant specific
setpoints. An E0P Setpoints document was formalized into a
controlled setpoints document and was' issued on May 2, 1989.
Engineering analyses of all plant setpoints referenced in the E0Ps

| are now a part of the E0P Setpoints document.

! Emergency Response Guidelines (ERG) - Emergency Operating
Procedures (EOP) deviations do not provide for an independent

| review. The ERG-EOP deviation form was revised to include an
independent review by an E0P procedure engineer.

Lack of detail or missing documentation for many E0P-ERG deviations.
New typewritten deviation sheets were generated for each E0P step,
note, caution, etc.. Also, previous deviations were expanded upon
if the technical justification was inadequate.

No written administrative program for the disposition of Operating
Manual Deficiency Reports (OMDRs). The Unit-1 Procedures Section
Procedures were revised to address the resoution and processing of
OMORs.

i Majority of step background documents lacked specific control board
i instrumentation mark numbers. Appropriate changes were made to back-

ground documents to include specific control board instrumentation
mark numbers. - E-0, ECA-0.0 and ES-1.1 were specifically reviewed to-
verify that appropriate changes had'been made.

4

Many human factors concerns were identified throughout the E0Ps
reviewed. Many of these concerns were attributable to weak Writer's
Guide instructions or the failure to adequately follow the.
instructions as written. To resolve this concern, the E0P Writer's
Guide was revised to strengthen the instructions and subsequently

i the E0Ps were reviewed and revised, as necessary, in accordance with
I the revised Writers Guide.
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Based upon the above review, it was determined that adequate licensee.
action had .been taken to resolve and correct previously identified
concerns. This item is closed.

-9.0 MANAGEMENT MEETINGS

9.1 WORKING MEETING (March 7, 1990)

The details of the inspection findings were discussed with facility
management at the working meeting. The purpose of the working
meeting was:

(1) to ensure that the facility understood all of the findings;

(2) to give the facility a chance to refute the findings, as
appropriate; and,

(3) to obtain commitments from the facility with' respect to
correction of the valid findings.

9.2 EXITMEETING(March 7,1990)

The major inspection findings were presented and the remainder of
the findings were summarized. The General Manager - Nuclear
Operations confirmed the facility's commitments with resp 6ct to the
deficiencies discussed in this report and listed in Attachment 2.

10.0 PERSONNEL CONTACTED

Licensee:

+* T. Burns, Director - Operations Training
+* J. Cunning, Nuclear Operations Foreman

F. Lipchick, Senior Licensing Supervisor+

+* T. Noonan, General Manager, Nuclear Operations
+* C. O'Neil, E0P Operations Engineer

i
+ J. Russell, Quality Assurance
+* F. Schuster, Beaver Valley Unit 2, Operations Manager -

B. Sepelak, Licensing Engineer*

F. Shaffner, Operating Procedures Supervisor+

J. Vassello, Director of Licensing+

NRC:

J. Ariidren, Senior Examiner, Region II*

+* P. Bissett, Senior Operations Engineer
+* L. Briggs, Senior Operations Engineer, Team Leader

J. D' Antonio, Operations Engineer+

S. Shankman, Chief, Procedures and Training Section, NRR*

P. Wilson,-Senior Resident Inspector Beaver Valley 2, Acting+*
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NRC Contractors:

+* C. Meeker, System Engineer, COMEX Corporation
3+*' B. Paramore, Human Factors Specialist, SAIC

Attended Entrance Meeting on February 26, 1990+

Attended Exit Meeting on March 7, 1990*

.
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ATTACHMENT 1 ,

DOCUMENTS REVIEWED
,

;

Document Document
Number Title

WESTINGHOUSE OWNERS GROUP:
,

WOG Emergency Response Guidelines, Revision IA '---

EMERGENCY OPERATING PROCEDURES: i

E-0 Reactor Trip or Safety Injection
E-1 Loss of Reactor or Secondary Coolant ;

E-2 Faulted Steam Generator Isolation
,

E-3 Steam Generator Tube Rupture

EMERGENCY CONTINGENCY ACTIONS PROCEDURES I

ECA-0.0 Loss of All AC Power :
ECA-0.1 Loss of All AC Power Recovery Without SI Required 8

ECA-0.2 Loss of All AC Power Recovery With SI Required
ECA-1,1 Loss of Emergency Coolant Recirculation
ECA-1.2 LOCA Outside Containment

.

ECA-2,1 Uncontrolled Depressurization of all Steam Generators
_

'

ECA-3.1 SGTR with Loss of Reactor Coolant-Subcooled Recovery Desired -

ECA-3,2 SGTR with Loss of React'or Coolant-Saturated Recovery Desired -

ECA-3.3 SGTR without Pressurizer Pressure Control

EMERGENCY SUB-PROCEDURES -

ES-0.0 Rediagnosis -

ES-0.1 Reactor Trip Response
ES-0.2 Natural Circulation Cooldown -

ES-0.3 Natural Circulation Cooldown with Steam Void in Vessel (With
RVLIS)

ES-0.4 Natural Circulation Cooldown with Steam Void in Vessel (Without
'

RVLIS)
ES-1.1 SI Termination
ES-1.2 Post LOCA Cooldown and Depressurization
ES-1.3 Transfer to Cold Leg Recirculation -

ES-1.4 Transfer to Hot Leg Recirculation
ES-1.5 Transfer from Hot Leg to Cold Leg Recirculation
ES-3.1 Post-SGTR Cooldown Using Backfill
ES-3.2 Post-SGTR Cooldown Using Blowdown
ES-3.2 Post-SGTR Cooldoen using Steam Dumps

.

w

-
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ATTACHMENT 1(cont.)

00CUMENTS REVIEWED

Document Document.
Number Title

CRITICAL SAFETY FUNCTION STATUS TREES:

F-0.1 Suberiticality CSFST
F-0.2 Core Cooling CSFST
F-0.3 Heat Sink CSFST
F-0.4 Integrity CSFST
F-0.5 Containment CSFST
F-0.6 Inventory CSFST

FUNCTIONAL RESTORATION GUIDELINES PROCEDURES:

FR-C.1 Response to Inadequate Core Cooling
FR-C.2 Response to Degraded Core Cooling
FR-C.3 Response to' Saturated Core Cooling
FR-H.1 Response to Loss of Secondary Heat Sink
FR-H.2 Response to Steam Generator Overpressure
FR-H.3 Response to Steam Generator High Level
FR-H.4 Response to Loss of Normal Steam Release Capabilities
FR-H.5 Response to Steam Generator Low Level
FR-I.1 Response to High Pressurizer Level
FR-I,2 Response to Low Pressur'izer Level
FR-I.3 Response to Voids in Reactor Vessel
FR-P.1 Response to Imminent Pressurized Thermal Shock Condition
FR-P.2 Response to Anticipated Pressurized Thermal Shock Condition
FR-S.1 Response to Nuclear Power Generation /ATWS
FR-S.2 Response to Loss of Core Shutdown
FR-Z,1 Response to High Containment Pressure
FR-Z.2 Response to Containment Flooding
FR-Z.3 Response to High Containment Radiation Level

E0P ATTACHMENTS:

A-0.1 SI Checklist For Verification of Alignment
A-0.2 Containment Isolation Phase A Checklist
A-0.3 Feedwater Isolation Checklist
A-0.4 Steamline Isolation Checklist
A-0.5 Containment Isolation Phase B Checklist
A-0.6 Cold Leg Recirculation Component Verification
A-0.7 Cold Leg Recirculation Actuation
A-0.8 Cold Leg Recirculation Restoration
A-1.1 Securing Turbine Plant Following Reactor Trip
A-1.2 Establishment of RCP Seal Cooling
A-1.3 Starting an RCP
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ATTACHMENT I (cont.)

DOCUMENTS REVIEWED

Document- Document
Number Title

EOP ATTACHMENT 3 (cont.)

A-1.4 AC Power Restoration From Offsite
-A-1.5 Local Action to Restore AC Power
A-1.6 Diesel Generator Auto Load _ing and Auxiliary Equipment
A-1.7 Natural Circulation Verification
A-1.8 Makeup To PDWST (2FWE*TK210)
A-1.10 Feeding Steam Generators from the_ Condensate System
A-2.2 Isolating LOCA Outside Containment

ABNORMAL OPERATING PROCEDURES:

AOP-2.1.1 RCCA Control Bank Failure to Move
A0P-2,1.3 RCCA Control Bank Continuous Movement !A0P-2,1.5 Dropped RCCA '

; AOP-2.1.6 RCCA or RCCA Group Misalignment
' A0P-2,1.7 Digital Rod Position Indication Malfunction

A0P-2.2.1. Nuclear Instrumentation Malfunction,

| A0P-2.6.4 Steam Generator Tube Leakage
! -A0P-2,10.1 Residual Heat Removal System Loss

A0P-2.10.2' Loss of RHS While at Reduced Inventory or Midloop Operation
AOP-2.26.1 Turbine and Generator Trip
A0P-2,30.1 Service Water Normal Intake Structure Loss
A0P-2.33.1 Control Room Inaccessibility
A0P-2.35.2 Loss of Electrical-Load

i AOP-2.49.1 Irradiated Fuel Damage While Refueling
| A0P-2.51.1 Emergency Shutdown

. OTHER DOCUMENTS:

- Beaver Valley Unit 2 Technical Specification
,

Procedures Generation Package-
Step Differences Evaluationi

Operating Procedures (0P) as referenced by E0Ps

)

i

.I

a
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ATTACHMENT 2

DEFICIENCIES IDENTIFIED

EMERGENCY OPERATING PROCEDURES
,

9

i

E-0: REACTOR TRIP OR SAFETY' INJECTION

1. Step.8, pg 6:
The justification for making this an immediate action step is weak.. Step
6. initiates actions to start the Diesel, if needed and step 7 initiates
SI if required, which also. starts the Diesel. The actions in steps 6 and
7 makes this additional step needlessly redundant.

2. Step 11: i
The first statement of RNO 11.a uses "THEN" incorrectly to string
together two. separate actions. The word "then" is highlighted as if it :
were a logic term when it simply means "next." This instruction is also *

inconsistent with Writer's Guide section E.5.b, which says that "and"
should be. capitalized when joining two or more conditions that are.
already capitalized.

3. Step 13, RNO b, pg 8 and Step 15, RNO, pg 9:
Word " align" should read "close" , because all of the valves in the
attachments are closed. There is no justification for making Step 13 an >

immediate action item.

4. Caution preceding Step 14:
The intent of this caution is not entirely clear. .Since the M10 for Step

' 14 is to verify CIB, the intent of the caution may be to remind the-
operator that the Recirc Spray Pumps will not start until 10.5 minutest

after CIB initiation. If the intent is- protection of the pumps, then the
information in the first sentence of the caution may be better.placed-

| before Step 21, which is to check Recirc Spray Pump status, The second
sentence of the caution is an action step (to monitor the pumps for
cavitation) and it implies an unstated action step (to stop any
cavitating pump). These actions are covered 'in Step 21,

5, Step 16, pg 9:
This step was downgraded from the immediate acLtra steps, but no
justification for this deviation was documented. ,

i
w

a
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ATTACHMENT 2 (CONT.) i

DEFICIENCIES IDENTIFIED i

EMERGENCY OPERATING PROCEDURES
,

6.. Step 27.b and d, pg 17 and Step'30, pg.18:
The adverse containment value for Narrow Range SG Level and PRZR Level
are not included, although specified in the ERG. No justification for the
deviation is documented.

,

E-2: LOSS OF REACTOR OR SECONDARY COOLANT

1. Step'2, pg. 4: ;

Two action substeps are both designated as (b).

2. Step 4,.pg. 5:
.

Does not specify how operator verifies that CNMT hydrogen analyzer is
running.

3. ' Step 4, pg. 5:
,

Valve nomenclature is not included.

4. NOTE, pg. 5:
The use of the phrase " unexpected, rate" caused confusion for several
operators. Appears to contradict what the note was explaining.

5. RNO 10 d.2 and 3:
The assisting operator stated that these instructions are somewhat
confusing since,'if there is a faulted steam generator, the Chemical
Injection Pumps should not be stopped until it-is time to swap oversto the
CNMT sump. The E0P coordinator said that a change tc these instructions is
planned for the next revision.

6. Step 17d., pg. 15:
Cooling water must be established in order for samples to be taken. -

--
_ _
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ATTACHMENT 2 (CONT.)

DEFICIENCIES IDENTIFIED

EMERGENCY OPERATING PROCEDURES

E-2: FAULTED STEAM GENERATOR ISOLATION

1. Step 5.a RNO: .
The RNO specifies local closure of valves if they cannot be closed by
manual action in the control room. To locally close some of the listed
valves (e.g., MFW Isolation Valves), power to the valve must be removed.
This is not indicated in the procedure. Neither is location information
provided.

2. Step 5.a: !The list of valves to be closed in Step 5.a includes valves inside
containment (e.g., SG Blowdown Isolation Valves). This is not a problem
if the valves can be closed from the control room. However, local action
may be required per the RNO. There are valves outside containment which
could be closed instead, but they are not identified in the procedure
step.

~i
The Atmospheric Dump Valve chart scale by the controller is identified as
" DEMAND %" when it is actually "SETPOINT %."

E-3: STEAM GENERATOR TUBE RUPTURE:

1. Step 2b RNO, page 3:
There are three CCP flow indications for the RCPs. The step
does not specify if flow is necessary in all three flowpaths.

2. Step 4, page 6:
Step does not give channel identifiers for blowdown and
steamline radiation monitors. i

3. -Step 7b, page 10:
-

i
'

Step does not tell operator how to check that the PORV'S are
not leaking.

4. Steps 12 & 13, pages 13 & 14:
These steps correspond to ERG steps 11 and 10. No
justification was provided for reversing the order of these
steps. The facility stated they would generate a deviation-

tracking sheet for the step reversal.

|
i

4
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1 ATTACHMENT 2(CONT.) '

DEFICIENCIES IDENTIFIED

IEMERGENCY OPERATING PROCEDURES

I
5. . Step 16e page 16: >

Annunciator A12-B1 "Steamline Isol SI Blocked" is not included in .

'verifying block of low steamline pressure SI.

6. Step 16f page 17:
The operator with the inspector referred to a meter on the
back panel 2RCS*Y152E "liighest Core Exit TC" and stated that
'in training this indication was an average of the 5 hottest
core exit TCs. If correct, relabel indication and include
it in the step; if not,- this is a training deficiency.

7. Step 18, page 17:
. _

The RNO for this step refers the operator to an attachment to
verify subcooling. This step and similar steps appear
n roughout the SGTR procedures, While the use of this table
is acceptable, inadequate technical justification is provided
for most of these steps in the existing deviation tracking
sheets.

8. Step 29b.1, page 27:
Typographical error - 2CHS*MOV204 should be 2CHS*A0V204

'

9. Step 23b., page 31:
The RNO column refers to a banana clip needed to operate,

: certain valves. During the walkdown, the operator took
about five minutes searching through various desks-to locateI

these clips. These clips need to be controlled more closely.

L ECA-0.0: LOSS OF ALL AC POWER

1. Note preceding Step 14:
This note contains continuing action steps to monitor SI status and, if
SI is actuated, reset SI. There is also actual note information in the
statement, i.e., equipment cannot be manually loaded on an AC emergency
bus until SI is reset. The need for these instructions and information
at this point in the procedure was also questioned. A similar statement
is made in the third note preceding Step 23. No equipment is manually
loaded on an AC emergency bus until Step 35 (RNO column). - !

!
!

_ _ _ _ _ _
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ATTACHMENT 2(CONT.)

DEFICIENCIES IDENTIFIED

EMERGENCY OPERATING PROCEDURES

2. , Step 14:
The order of the items listed does not reflect the layout of the
components in the control room. _ The E0P coordinator said that list order
changes are planned to be done in the next revision.

3. Step 16:.
This locally performed step requires entry into a high radiation area but
does not have a note about radiological protection and monitoring
requirements.

4. Step 18.b:
The local actions required in this step are not completely specified.
For example,: to locally isolate the AFW Throttle Valves (Step 18.b.1) it
is necessary first to deenergize the valves at the MCC.

Step 18.b is written as if it would be read aloud and performed in the
control room. An attachment for the local operator is not provided, even
though all of Step 18.b is performed in the plant and numerous actions
are-required.-

,

!
5. Step 18.b.3, pg 11; Step 19.a.3, pg 13;_and Step 20, RNO b.3, pg 14:

The individual SG isolation valves (SVS-27, 28, 29) to the Residual Heat
Release valve B2SVS*48 can also be shut to. isolate the faulted SG. If
thest individual isolation valves are used, the Residual Heat Release
valve can still be used_in subsequent E0P operations.

6. Step 18.b.4:
1 The operator had difficulty locating the correct valves. The valves are

identified by name as the Turbine Driven AFW Pump Stm Supply Valves, but
the valve numbers listed (2 MSS *15,16, and 17) were concluded to be for
different valves. In procedure E-2, for comparison, the Turbine' Driven
AFW Pump Stm Supply Valves are listed as'2 MSS *S0V105A and-D B and E, and
C and F (for SG A, B, and C respectively). Compare also to Step 5.d in
procedure E-3.

When valve SG21A [2 MSS *15] was located in the plant, it was not marked.

7. Step 18.b.4, pg 11; Step 19.b.4, pg 13; and Step 20, RNO b.4, pg 14:
Add."on the faulted SG(s)" after ' Valve.(s)" to clarify the steps and be
consistent with previous substep wording.

. .
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ATTACHMENT 2(CONT.)

DEFICIENCIES IDENTIFIED

EMERGENCY OPERATING PROCEDURES

8. Step 19.c and Step 20.b RNO:
.These steps are similar to Step 18.b.- The same comments apply.

'9. Step 19.c.2, pg 12, and Step 20, RNO b.2, pg 14:
The SG Attnospheric Steam Dump Valves are orderect shut without reference
to the possibility that.SG pressure may be at or above the set point of
the valves. No justification for this deviction is documented.

10. Step 21.a. pg 15:
This step directs the operator to a 17 page list of DC electrical loads,
and states that the list is to be used to identify large non-essential
DC loads. This list should be annotated in advance to assist the
operator in rapidly securing these loads.

11. Cautions and Notes preceding Step 23:
There are two cautions and four notes preceding this step. This amount
of information is difficult to absorb at one time and remember..

The need for the second caution p' receding Step 23 was questioned. The
information it contains is covered in Step 23.c. If it needs +.o appear
sooner, the order of Steps 23 b and 23.c could be reversed, wl ich might
be preferable since SG 1evel needs to be monitored while steam is being
dumped..

The third note contains an action step to reset SI. This.is covered by
4 - Step 25 and equipment is not manually loaded on an AC emergency bus until ,

'Step 35 RNO.

12. Step 24, pg 18:
.

The third action in this step is " Source range channel (PSMS)-ZERO OR
NEGATIVE STARTUP RATE". In this point of the procedure, there would be no
power to the PSMS and this step could not be performed.

13. Step 29.b RNO:
There is an error in the OM reference given in this step. The reference
should be to 0M-2.37.4 not OM-2,36.4A. In addition, the OM contains
steps not relevant to this context and could be difficult for the
nonlicensed operator to apply.
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ATTACHMENT 2 (CONT.)

DEFICIENCIES IDENTIFIED

EMERGENCY OPERATING PROCEDURES

14. Step 33. pg 21:
'RNO a.2 of the ERG is deleted from the E0P, but no justification for this
deviation is documented.

ECA-0.1: LOSS OF ALL AC p0WER RECOVERY WITHOUT SI REQUIRED

1. Step 1, CAUTION 2, pg 2:
The CAUTION was relocated from Step 3, but the only justification
provided was "BVPS-2 relocated this caution from Step 3."

2. Step 4, RNO c, pg 4: . .

The ERG step "Close suction valves from VCT" was deleted from the E0P,
but no justification for this deviation was documented.

3. Step 9, pg 8:
The ERG step " Locally return SG PORVs to remote control" was deleted
from the E0P, but no justification for this deviation was documented.

4. Step 13, pg 10:
The ERG step contains a PRZR level criteria prior-to establishing
Letdown. This action is not included in the E0P and no justification for
this deviation is documented. A previous CAS (Step 6) monitors PRZR
level, but does not prevent establishment of Letdown if PRZR level is
too low.

ECA-0,2: LOSS OF ALL AC p0WER RECOVERY WITH SI REQUIRED

1. Step 1, CAUTION, pg 2: I

This caution was moved from Step 4 to Step I with the justification that
it is a general caution and not related to a specific step in the
procedure. However, this caution applies to loading the Diesel
generators. No actions in Steps 1 to 3 effect Diesel generator
loading, and Step 4 is the major step that effects the Diesel which is
why the ERG placed the caution there.

2. Step 5.b, pg 3:
LPSI Pumps are isolated if Step 1 RNO a. was accomplished and therefore
cannot be run. That fact should be noted in this step.

>
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ATTACHMENT.2 (CONT.)

DEFICIENCIES IDENTIFIED

EMERGENCY OPERATING PROCEDURES

3. Step 6. RNO a.2) pg 4:
Add " Motor Driven" before "AFW" in the first line.

ECA-1.1: , LOSS OF EMERGENCY COOLANT RECIRCULATION-

1. RNO Step 1.a.3, pg. 2:
2CHS*MOV115B and 115D should be 2CHS*LCV115B and 1150,

2. Step 14.a.1 and 2, pg. 9:
Correct valve designators are LCV not MOV.

3. RNO Step 16 b., pg. 10:
" Restore power to de-energize..." is contradictory.

4. Step 19 a., pg. 12:
_

Step does not include required flow determination in accordance with
Attachment A-4.7

5. Step 19, 3rd bullet, pg. 12:
Operator needs key to operate valves 2CHS*25,26 or 27. Operator is not
alerted of this need.

.

6. RNO Step 39 d., pg. 21:
Could specifically refer to Part 11 of OM-2.11.4G.

7. Attachment A-0.8, all pages:
A through review of Parts 1 and 2 needs to be performed. As presently
written, if actions were carried out as directed, possible equipment

,damage might occur. )
ECA-2,1: UNCONTROLLED DEPRESSURIZATION OF ALL STEAM GENERATORS

1. Step 4.b., RNO:
A minimum acceptable CCP flow is not identified.

2.- Step 5.a.
Procedure calls for power to " block valves" to be checked but they are
identified as " Motor Operated Isolation Valves" on the panel.

3. Step 5.c., RNO:
Add "or leaking" after open to agree with Step 5.b action.

,

,!

!

.
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ATTACHMENT 2 (CONT.)

DEFICIENCIES IDENTIFIED

EMERGENCY OPERATING PPOCEDURES

4. Step 8.f., RNO:
If on Cold Leg Recirculation. only the A and/or B Containment Spray
Recirculation pumps would be supplying the spray header. A note is not
provided to alert the operator to prevent stopping the wrong pump.

5. Step 15.b., RNO:
TYPO, re-energize.vice de-energize.

6. Step 28.b.7), RNO:
Desired pressure for excess letdown HX outlet is not stated.

ECA-3.1: SGTR With Loss of. Reactor Coolant-Subcooled Recovery Desired
>

1. . Step 10, page 10:
ERGS contain a note that " shutdown margin should be monitored
during the RCS cooldown." Inadequate justification was
provided for deleting this note. The facility stated they
would either add the note back or produce stronger
justification for the deletion.

ECA-3.2: SGTR With Loss of Reactor Coolant-Saturated Recovery De_sLrg

1. Step 3, page 3:
Note added, no deviation tracking sheet.

2. Step 5, page 4:
Note deleted,'same ccmment as ECA-3.1 #1

3. Step 17, page 13:
ERG caution 18-C-2 deleted, inadequate justification. The
facility stated they nad already noted this problem and
would add back the caution.

ES-0.2: NATURAL CIRCULATION COOLDOWN

1. . Step 12, RNO a, pg 9:
1

Add the computer point to obtain RCS cold leg temperature. '

2. Step 13 b, pg 10:
The wording of the second action statement is cumbersome.

!

!

!

.
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ATTACHMENT-2(CONT.)
.

DEFICIENCIES IDENTIFIED

EMERGENCY OPERATING PROCEDURES
e

!

ES-0.4: NATURAL CIRCULATION COOLDOWN WITH STEAM VOID IN VESSEL (W 0 RIVLIS)
:

1. Step 11.b, pg 8 and Step 15.b, pg 11:
The ERG step states " Maintain RCS pressure - STABLE", but the E0P step
states a specific pressure. No justification for' this deviation is-
documented.

ES-1.3: SI TERMINATION !
,

1. Step 15c., pg. 8:
. ,

An unnecessary repeat of previous action step 3. !

2. . RNO Step 15d., pg. 8:
Statement "IF all SGs are NOT faulted...." caused hesitation and -

~~~

confusion among operators.
,

3. RNO Step 15f.4), pg. 9:
Should be Go to step 16 vice 15f.

'
4. RNO Step b.2), pg. 11:

_ >RCS loop drain valve controllers are always energized, therefore, no need
to energize. Also need to clarify what is meant by "all required"?

5. Step 27 a., pg. 15: !

10E-10 AMPS should be IE-10 Amps.
.

,

6. Step 27, pg. 15:
Nowhere does it state that the source range fuses are to be inserted.

7. Step 29 b., pg. 16:
" ,

- Shutdown unnecessary plant equipment" needs to be expanded upon.

8. RNO Step 29 a.,pg. 16:
OM-2.31.4.L as written is not appropriate for given situation. ;

9. RNO Step 33, pg. 17:
One of the. ES-0.2 entry condittons is that you enter from step 34 of +

ES-1.1. It should be step 33.

,

i
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ATTACHMENT 2(CONT.) :

DEFICIENCIES IDENTIFIED
|

EMERGENCY OPERATING PROCEDURES
'

.

.

ES-1.2: POST LOCA C00LDOWN AND DEPRESSURIZATION
i

1. Step 7.c.:
.

.

.

The correct
;

Procedure refers to OM 2.28.4.A which is incorrect.
reference is OM 2.34.4.F.

2. Step 12.e.:
Step does not warn operator that he will get a SLI if he dumps steam at
to high of a rate. !

FR-S.1: Response to Nuclear Power Generation /ATWS

1. Step 1, page 2:
Logic of the justification for the deviation doesn't make
sense. .There is.nothing wrong with the step in the BVPS !

procedure, but there is also no apparent reason why it needs
to be different from the ERG step. '

2. Step 2, page'1: 1

The facility needs to reevaluate whether a page announcement
is the most important thing they want control room personnel
to perform at this point in the procedure.

3. -Step 4, page 2: -

Added step to close steam dumps; inadequate justification.
Steam dumps are assumed to be operable for some analysis in
the plant specific background documents.- The facility stated
they would either reword the step to verify steam dumps close
it the proper temperature, or provide proper justification i

for closing them. l

4. Step 9, page 6:
This is step 5 in the ERGS. The facility stated they had
already noted the error in placing the step this far back in
in the procedure and would correct it.

FR-C.1: RESPONSE TO INADEQUATE CORE COOLING

1. Caution preceding Step 1:
This is a continuous action step presented as a caution. In addition,
the way the caution is worded, it is not clear whether the operators

,

should refer.to ES-1.3 while continuing in FR-C.1, or should go to ES-1.3 1

if RWST level drops below the criterion.
f

-
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ATTACHMENT 2(CONT.)

DEFICIENCIES IDENTIFIED
,

EMERGENCY OPERATING' PROCEDURES *

2. Step 8, RN0'e, pg 4:
The ERG states " Turn on hydrogen recombiner system", when hydrogen '

concentration is greater than 0.5%, but the E0P doesn't startLthe
hydrogen recombiner system until hydrogen _ concentration is greater than i

2.0%. No justification for the deviation is documented.

3. Step 10, RNO b, pg 6:
The E0P added a statement "If- pressure is less than 2315 PSIG," prior to
closing the PRZR PORVs manually. No justification for this deviation was
documented. '

4. Step 12.b, pg 9:
This step is redundant, since the action was already accomplished in
Step 4 of the procedure.

5. Step 15, RNO, pg 10 and Step 22, RNO, pg 12:
The ERG states "Try to establish any other high pressure injection:" as
the second sentence, but the E0P does not. No justification for this
deviation is documented.

,

t

FR-C.2: RESPONSE TO DEGRADED CORE COOLING

1. Step 4.b.5), pg 4:
This step is only applicable prior to starting an RCP,

,

2. Step 12.b, pg 10:
This step is redundant, since the action was already accomplished in
Step 8 of the procedure.

,

FR-H.1: REi[LNSETOLOSSOFSECONDARYHEATSINK 1

1. RNO Step 3 c., pg. 3:
" Appropriate" keys need to be listed or reference applicable.0ST.

2. Attachment A-1.10, Step 2 & 3, pg. 1:
Provide component location information.

FR-P,1: RESPONSE TO IMMINENT PRESSURIZE 0' THERMAL SHOCK CONDITION -

|

1. Step 3,'page 5:
ERGS contain a caution prior to this step; no justification was provided
for deleting it. The facility stated they would determine whether to put
the, caution back in or make the step a continuous action step as in other
procedures.

<

L
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ATTACHMENT 2(CONT.)

DEFICIENCIES-IDENTIFIED

EMERGENCY OPERATING PROCEDURES

2 Step 3a., page 5:
The operator on the walkdown could not determine how to verify
the cold overpressure protection system status until he looked
at the procedure for putting it in service. Tell the
operator in this step to check the block / arm switches in
block.

3 Step 3a., page 5
.

.

The RNO for this step directs the operator.to attachment 4.9 to determine
if a PORV should be open. The operator for this walkdown considered it
necessary to consult logic diagrams to determine which PORV operated from
auctioneered low-T-hot and T-cold before he could enter this attachment.
This appaars to be a training deficiency in the use of the attachment.
Which PORV operates frcm which temperature is not included in the
attachment.

FR-Z 1: RESPONSE TO HIGH CONTAINMENT PRESSURE

1, Step 5:
Values of Hydrogen do not agree b'etween the E0P, OM-2.43.4.A and the
Technical Manual.

FR-Z.2: RESPONSE TO CONTAINMENT FLOODING

1. Step 2:
Step does not identify desired valves. The operator had to use P&ID to
be certain of the desired valve.

!

)

I

!
!

!
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ATTACHMENT 2 (CONT.) [

DEFICIENCIES IDENTIFIED

ABNORMAL OPERATING PROCEDURES

AOP-2.2.1: NUCLEAR INSTRUMENTATION MALFUNCTION
t

1. Follow-up Action, Step A.4.b pg 4: '

This step does not include some appropriate actions that are taken in
Step A.4.a. when only a single Source Range Channel malfunctions. -

2. Follow-up Action, Step C.1.a.8), pg 6:
!

This step is redundant, because it is a duplication of Step C.1.a.2). '

AOP-2.26.1: TURBINE AND GENERATOR TRIP '

1. Symptoms Step 1, pg 1:
. Annunciator A5-50, TURBINE OVERSPEED TURBINE TRIP, has been removed from

.

the plant and is no longer applicable.
1

A0P-2.33.1: CONTROL ROOM INACCESSIBILITY -

1. In general, it was found that this AOP is not written in the concise,
easy to follow style characteristic of the E0Ps. M6ny steps are written
in a complex, narrative style. Logic statements are improperly written.
Some steps, notes, or cautions are out of place. In addition, a number
of steps were found to provide insufficient or possibly inappropriate- '

instructions. Specific comments from a partial walkdown of this AOP -

follow.

There are 16 references listed at the end of the procedure. Some of
'

these are cited in steps by reference numbers; others are not mentioned
.

in the steps. The procedure does not tell the operators which referenced
documents are actually needed to perform A0P-2,33.1, or if copies of the
documents maintained at the SDP.

2. Step 6.d:
This step is to " Restart necessary equipment." The assisting operator
commented that no essential equipment should be lost on a normal reactor
trip, and that the step is premature since it has not been determined
what equipment has been lost.

3. Step 10:. '

This step tells personnel what to take to the Shutdown Panel (SDP).
OM-2.56.C should be added to the list unless-it is already available at
the appropriate panel. The items identified in this step do not-include
any E0Ps; however, one E0P is referred to in the note preceding Step
46.a.

-

'

.
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ATTACHMENT 2 (CONT.)
.

DEFICIENCIES IDENTIFIED *

t

ABNORMAL OPERATING PROCEDURES !
t

4. Step lli
. [

This step is to turn on the SDP alarm printer. -.The operator questioned. '

whether this action'is sufficient. Do the alarms automatically transfer,
,

or is it necessary to reboot?
1

5. Caution preceding Step 12:
This is a repeat of the caution preceding Step 9 and they are on the same -

page.

6. Step 12:
This is a generic step which is misplaced; the.. instructions it contains

,

are not applicable.until Step 16.

There is a caution between the high level step and the substeps.
.

The caution is worded in a complicated way and contains a step !

instruction which is covered by 12.d.

The first substep, 12.a is unnecessary, i

7, Step 15:
,

The instructions for transferring control of the turbine driven AFW pump
are split between.this step and the note which precedes it. The note is
written in a complex narrative style. It contains = improperly written
logic statements.

,

In discussion of Step 15, the assisting operator brought up the '

need to consider securing at least one main feedwater pump and
transferring to auxiliary feedwater in the control room. He .

i

,

1

explained that if both main feed pumps are running af ter a trip,
the miniflow recirc valves go closed and could not be opened.
Continued operation of the pumps could cause pump damage. There are no,

MFW controls at the SDP.
B

8. Step 21:
There is a discrepancy between the indicator number on the panel and the
identification number in the procedure for one of.the PRZR level
indicators (4600 in the procedure)..

|
~

9. Step 22:;

I No criterion is provided for determining whether automatic PRZR level
control is functioning properly,

t

l-

'

+
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ATTACHMENT 2 (CONT.)

DEFICIENCIES IDENTIFIED

ABNORMAL OPERATING PROCEDURES

10. Step 24:
.

The procedure identifies the component as the " Emergency Boration Valve."
The panel label says " Emergency Boration Isolation Valve."-

11. Step 24.c:,

The step is " Start a Boric Acid Transfer. Pump . . ." The operator
commented that it should specify the BAT pump in service because the out
of service pump is usually lined up to recirculate the tank.

12. Step 24.d:
This step is to rcfar to the EPP for notification requirements. It is
out of place as part of Step 24,

13. Caution preceding Step 29:
This caution is out of place. It applies to Step 30,

14. Step 29:
This step is to ensure that the air compressors are. operating in the
event that offsite power has been, lost. Tr.e' operator explained that
nothing was done prior to leaving the control room to ensure a filtered
water supply to cool the air compressors is available in case offsite
power is lost. It would be neces.tary to open A0V 118. It would also be
necessary to ensure that the " black diesel" (ERF diesel) is running and
supplying the J and K buses. The procedure does not mention these
requirements.,

15. Step 31:
This step does not. clear clearly state whether an operator has to go to
the Blender Room to determine whether letdown flow has diverted.
Although this can be directly observed only in the Blender Room, there is
VCT level indication on the SDP and the operator can divert water from
the VCT at the SDP if necessary.

The specific value for the " divert point" is not stated in Step
31.

.i
A0P-2.35.2: LOSS OF ELECTRICAL LOAD '

1.. Automatic Actions, Steps 2 and 3, pg 1:
Add'the. alarm annunciator locations that correspond to these load losses.

1
_
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ATTACHMENT 2(CONT.)

DEFICIENCIES IDENTIFIED

ABNORMAL OPERATING PROCEDURES

,

2. Automatic Actions, Step 6,.pg 2:
This step is confusing as written and needs to be reorganized. .'

3. Follow-up Actions, Steps 5, 6, and 10, pg 2:
These . steps. direct the operator to verify several conditions, but does
not provide the operator with any direction if these conditions are not
met.

4. Follow-up Actions, Steps 10. and 17:
These steps cover the same action and are repetitive if not combined
into one step.

.

5. Follow up Actions, Step 15, pg 3:
The alarm annunciator names and locations and the name and location of ;

the flow meter that support this step should be added to this procedure.
!

.

k

u
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ATTACHMENT 2(CONT.) |

DEFICIENCIES IDENTIFIED |

ATTACHMENTS |

.

,

Attachment A-1.1: Securing Turbine plant Following Reactor Trip

1. Step 1: [
This step consists of two steps combined by an improperly written logic :
statement, which makes the step wording more difficult to follow. !

2. Step 3:
Step 3 is.to transfer auxiliary. steam to the auxiliary boiler, if . 1

necessary. .There is an OM which specifies the steps for transferring the
auxiliary steam supply, but the OM is not referenced. It was stated that
transfer to Unit 1 aux. steam is the usual method. This option is not
mentioned in Attachment A.1.1. The' operator commented that there is
currently no OST to periodically test the auxiliary boilers, so there is '

,

uncertainty whether they would work.

3. Step 6:
This step is performed in the control room, whereas all of the previous
steps are performed by the local operator. The transition is.not called
out. (e.g., by a step to notify the control room that steps 1 through 5
have been completed. This caused some operator confusion during the
walkdown.

Attachment A-1.5: LOCAL ACTION TO RESTORE AC POWER j

1. Step 2:
The instruction is to " Verify that no EDG TRIPS / START FAILURE alarms are
activated . . . ." There is no alarm window labeled "EDG TRIPS" on the
local alarm panel. The assisting operator said it was unclear which

;

alarms should be verified activated. The BVPS convention for the E0Ps is- |
to use the exact alarm window descriptive label in all caps; in'this case
the convention has not been followed.

2. Step 2.a:
This step has a similar discrepancy. It says locally reset any
TRIP / START FAILURES. The reset pushbutton on the local control panel
refers to oil pressure / temperature, coolant temperature and start
failure.

|

|

1

i
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ATTACHMENT 2 (CONT.)

DEFICIENCIES JDENTIFIED ,

'

ATTACHMENTS
-

:

P

3. Step 3.a:
.

The assisting operator was unable initially to find the air supply i

solenoid to the air start distributor. He found it after calling control
room for further information. No plunger was evident and there was no
labeling to assist the operator.

4. Step 3.b:
The assisting operator was unable to find the main air start valve. i

.

5. Step 3.c.
The use of the emergency start relays is the'last option presented
although it is the simplest to perform.

|
The step does not identify the cabinet containing the relays. The

.

.

!

labeling on the cabinet-is incomplete.

The cabinet latch is so high that a short person would not be able to '

open the cabinet without something to stand on. There was nothing'

available in the diesel room.
,

6. Step 4.a.1),'pg2:
.

Step tells the operator.to adjust the speed knob to obtain 62-64 HZ but
doesn't tell the operator what meter or gage will give him this
parameter. Since the generator is not flashed at.this point, the only

,

speed indication available may be the engine tachometer, which reads in .

'

RPM not HZ. :
,

7. Step 4.a.3:
This step refers to the " load limiter knob" on the governor actuator
face. This control itself is not labeled; there are position labels (min
and max fuel).

~

'

8. Step 5: :

The " FIELD FLASH contactor labelled #31" could not be identified for
certain. The contactor in the upper right compartment, as specified in
the step, is labeled "41." Another contactor was found labeled "Dev 31"
in marker pen on the back wall of the cabinet.

9. Step 5.a, pg 2:
The Field Flash contactor in the Exciter Cabinet is inadequately marked. '

It took 5 minutes by an experienced operator in good lighting to locate
the contactor.

i

4 -
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ATTACHMENT:2(CONT.)

0EFICIENCIES IDENTIFIED -

ATTACHMENTS
.

Attachment ^-1.8: Makeup to POWST
.

t

1. Step 1:
.

It omits. verification- -!
.

This step assumes normal system-alignment.(NSA).
.

of the valve positions associated with NSA.i It does not.say whatLto do 3

if;NSA is not.in effect. (At the time. of the EOP inspection,:it was ;
not.)

2.. Step 2:
. i

The assisting operator suggested that there is anotheriway to restore
automatic level control-(open valve-1076) which should be attempted +

before resorting to gravity feed,- whici 4.ould tie- up a local operator
until level is restored.

..

- . ,
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ATTACHMENT.2(CONT.)
s

DEFICIENCIES IDENTIFIED

OPERATING MANUAL-PROCEDURES ~
' |

;

?,

0.M. 2.21.4: MANUAL HANDPUMP OPERATION OF E2SVS*PCV101A,B,CE ATMOSPHERIC
5TlAM DUMP OR E2SVS*HCV104E~RHR VALVE

'1. Initial _ Conditions, pg J1:
Add a step-that will' alert the operators to the-need for ear protection- 1
and headphones:when~ performing.this procedure - -i

2. Instructions, Step 2.e, pg J2:' .

The limit switches for these valves can also be-used'to indicate when
the valves are closed.

0.M. 2.24.4.F: REMOVING A STEAM GENERATOR FEED PUMP FROM SERVICE

1: Initial Conditions,. Step 3, pg:F1:-

The pen recorders referenced in this, step do not. indicate >in the ;

parameter "mpph" that'is-used in this step. Meters that read in mpph
should be referenced. |

2. Instructions, Step 1.a, pg Fli '

1

This step should indicate that an operator must be dispatched to- verify
J'

_.

that the local control switch is in AUTO, because the-indication is.not,

available in the Control Room. .
. t

!
-

i

3. - Instructions, Step 2.c.2), pg F2:
_

. . :
; .The Seal Injection Pump is not applicable to_ Plant 2 and should be- '

L deleted. = i

! OM 2.27A.4, Section C: Transferring Auxiliary' Steam Supply:from Main-Steam
L System to Unit 1 Auxiliary Steam or the Auxiliary Boiler

.

| (Applicable in Step 3 of Attachment A-1.1) l

1. General:
$

Procedure does not require the 861 valve to be opened, it is throttled
but identified on the print' as being closed. 'g

;
L Procedure requires valve 2ABM-6 to be opened but it was already wide open ;

| to keep the piping warm. This did not agree with_the procedure or the
prints. Prints were changed to reflect actual conditions.

|

L
L

|
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ATTACHMENT 2-(CONT.)

-DEFICIENCIES ~ IDENTIFIED

OPERATING MANUAL PROCEDURES

2.- Initial Conditions: -

. . . . ,

In items 1.b and 1.c., a Unit 2 designator is-used in; identification of -;.

Unit I components.
'

-

In item 1.b, the component number should be [1AS-19]. !
In item 1.c, it should be [1AS-235].

Item 1,b says to use [1AS-19],-which'is capped off. '

Item l'.c assumes that [1AS-235] is open; the assisting operator said that I
NSA for that valve is locked closed..

i
Item 2 identifies- a pressure indicator that is- very smal1 ~. During'the.
inspection walkdown, the assisting' operator went to a different; indicator
which. is larger and -easier to read.

.

0.M. 2.39.5:' TABLE 39-4, 125-VDC SYSTEM LOADS FOR DC*SWBD 2-1
'

;

1. The lists in this table are out of date . Some switches-that are listed
as Spare actually have equipment installed, i.e. 8-26 on PNL 7 and 8-26
on PNL 6.

-

2, Most of the names on the list differ from the terminology _used on the
labels for the breakers on the panels.

0.M. 2.46.4.A: POST DBA HYDROGEN CONTROL SYSTEM STARTUP;_

1. Initial Conditions, Step 6, pg A1:
.

. .
This step states that the hydrogen concentration in Containment,

i atmosphere will be less than 2.9%. This is not consistent with the
i- actions in E0P FR-C.1 " RESPONSE TO INADEQUATE CORE COOLING", Step 8,
!- which directs-that the Hydrogen'Recombiner system is to be started when
L hydrogen concentration in greater than 2.0%.

2. Instructions, Step 7, pg A3:
Valve 2HCS*110 is incorrectly listed as 2HCS*100.

p ,

|
'

L
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~ ATTACHMENT 2 (CONT.)_

DEFICIENCIES-IDENTIFIED
I

OPERATING MANUAL PROCEDURES , ;
'

-

.F

0 M. 2.51.4.G: STATION JSHUT00WN - ESTABLISHING HOT STANDBY (MODE 3) .
CON 0f7 IONS FOLLOWING A REACTOR TRIP OR SAFETY' INJECTION

1. Instructions, Step .17 e, f, and g,- pg G9: i.

-The Normal System Alignment (NSA)- position' of' the three valves . '

referenced in these ' steps have been1 changed to close'vice'open. |
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ATTACHMENT 3

LIST OF WEAKNESSES IDENTIFIED AS NEEDING CORRECTION

ITEM NUMBERS APPLY TO UNIT 2 ONLY

Item No. Para. No. Description-

90-80-01; 3.4 Discussed in Para. 3.3.a. . Develop more fully
-detailed deviation' justification.

90-80-02 3.4 Discussed'in Para. 3.3.c and 3.3.d. . Correct
5.3 Note.and-Caution statement' placement and use. 1

- Upgrade Writer's. Guide to' address level of-
detail'concerning local operations and develop
means to keep track' of. Continuous Action
Statements in effect.- *

90-80-03 4.4 Discussed in Para. 4.3.a thru d . Upgrade level
of detailcin procedures ~and attachments that i
require local actions. Review and correct

'

procedures:directly referenced by the.EOPszto:
ensure: appropriateness. Identify and correct-
valve labeling.. Develop E0P attachments _to>
address lengthy loca1' operations.

.

90-80-04 5.4 Revise OM~1/2.48.1A to address personnel
responsibilities during emergency conditions'.

90-80-05 6.4 Discussed in Para. 6.3.a., b., an'd c. Develop
system to cross check any procedural change

,

effect on E0Ps. Strengthen-feedback to
personnel requesting procedure changes and ,

;
,

| resolve' disagreement between-temporary-procedure ~

change procedure and PGP.
'

90-80-06 6.4. Discussed in Para. 6.3.d. and e. . Strengthen PGP
,

to address E0P training and V&V! requirements. |
V&V to . include walkdown of in plant local.- '

operations.

90-80-07 Att. 2 ~ Resolution of specific items identified in
Attachment 2.

.
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